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About This Game

Airi's World

Visit Airi’s World and Join the Adventure.

Keep Airi happy searching items and doing fun activities in several environments.

Visit the House, the Town, the Mountain, the Beach and have a Fun Adventure.

Changing Clothing, Swimming in the Ocean, Riding a Horse, Eating Food, and many other fun Airi’s activities you can enjoy
within this game.

Features

 More than 6 different outfits

 Four Game Enviroments

 More than 10 different activities

 Several quests to solve in each enviroment
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airis world mobile. iris worldwide. airis world

Really Really Bad. Maybe in 2 years times. Needs so much work. Runs really bad. Refunded this real quick.
I would come back and check it out in a year maybe or more, See if it get optimized and worked on and not a cash grab on
Zombie games like the rest.

And to those who say the graphics are good, wtf get your eyes checked, this game looks like balls on my RTX 2080 and cant
even get 60fps on ultra or high, even tho in game the menu says 1070 for ultra. the textures and everything look really bad too,
lighting is bad, everything grapfic wise is bad. so I still cant understand why people say its good, maybe after a year or two of
work it might look ok, are you compairing to a game from the 90's or your phone or gameboy or something, cause it looks really
really bad to me. it needs serious work.

Also, server location very limited. lowest ping server I could get too was over 300 ping.. What an incredibly fun and addictive
game! If you're an engineer, this is a must have. I feel that the user interface is fluid and intuitive, the music is catchy, and the
puzzles are damn challenging. Overall, this does not feel like an early access game. That being said, here would be the things I
would like to see:

-The circuit building is great, but I would like to have a single-click (or hotkey) way to change wire color and see the wire bend
when it crosses over another wire.

-Once I figured out the snapline feature, the construction building became a breeze. I would like to see a circular snapline so I
could place sensors along the turning circle of the bot.

-For the simulation, I would like to see both a slow-motion and an even faster "fast-forward" button.. Fun, but only for a few
minutes.. Once upon a time I was a very solid baseball player. Not here to brag on, only using that to preface what I'm about to
say. Swung as hard as I could as if swinging a bat, 410 ft homer. Next hit was a glorified bunt swing meant to just hit the ball
based on trajectory, 470 ft homer. What?! It's a decent party game if you're looking for just some basic fun. If you're looking
for anything beyond just a little party fun, pass.. This game is just for achievements!! You enter the game and just find the room
with all the chests! Once all the chests are opened you have all the achievements!. very funny game. The Mims is a god-game
where you play the mysterious creator who has ultimate power over an alien species who have crash landed on a set of floating
islands. It's currently in early access and only the story mode is available, nevertheless I have not yet encountered any bugs and
the game is very polished (short of a few typos) for day one early access.

You must harvest resources, create buildings, keep your Mims happy so that they can work productively, create and grow
animals that you can then sell for more resources, defend your base, fight off creatures, and search for the parts you need to
rebuild your spaceship and go home.

It starts off fairly simplistic but does gather depth as you progress. Problem is it takes a while to get there playing the story
mode. If you're finding it too easy - it does get more complicated once everything is unlocked. I hope that when sandbox is
implemented you can build on a much larger scope and hopefully set conditions that provide more of a challenge. I'll return to
edit this once that is added!

I'd also really like an option to save in the story mode, especially considering some maps have a fail condition, ie. if your special
hero dies - you lose a solid hour of play.

The (currently not rebindable) camera controls are the biggest negative and take some getting used to. I hope the developers
consider reworking with the standard right click hold to rotate and tilt rather than having to move to the edges of the screen as
well as adding bindings. Otherwise I can see the current system really holding the game back and frustrating players from the
start.

Despite some negatives that need to be smoothed out, the game is charming. Beautiful graphics, runs very well, cute,
entertaining and fills a niche in a genre which is sadly devoid of recent titles. I don't think this is the deep strategy god game
some people are still hoping to appear in the genre, but it still has an absolute ton of potential at this point. Time will tell.. This
game was fun however, it did make me rage quit a few times. The overall idea of the game is very nice, and simple. This would
be game to play when you're bored.
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Fantastic 2D Pixel Ninja game. It's everything you'd expect from a 2D sidescrolling Ninja game and then some. Great to play
with Steam Controller. Highly recommended.. [EDIT] After this developer chose to sit on the 1.02 patch for Eschalon 3 for
SEVEN MONTHS after it was finished before pushing it to Steam users, despite that patch fixing numerous bugs, I can no
longer recommend any titles from him. As if that delay wasn't enough, he then decided to mock his customers by joking "Better
late than never, heh?". Screw this guy.

---------------------

An intense classic-style RPG that continues the epic saga of Eschalon. Eschalon doesn't make any attempt to hide it's methodical
turn based combat, unforgiving level progression mechanics, or epic story arc. If those qualities interest you, you'll have a good
chance of enjoying Eschalon. If not, best move along.

Book II introduces some new skills and balance changes to the already deep skill system of its predecessor. I strongly
recommend anyone looking to start a game spend some time researching skills, stats, and builds.

I thoroughly enjoyed Book II, and while I did wind up putting it down at one point for a break (it is a long game), it's one of the
few games I've been able to pick right back up and finish.. Whoever made this game does not love the baby Jesus and their feet
stink.

UPDATE: Game has been abandoned. Do NOT purchase. Developer(s) ran to the hills. This game should not be available for
purchase because there are no longer any servers which makes the product (multi-player only) unplayable. Do NOT throw your
money away.. This game is like a more polished variation of the type of games that saturated the market in the 80s. Also known
as the great video game crash. It seems to be what those games were trying to be. Not sure if this is a good thing or not.

Regardless, if you're looking for that... Unique experience... It's worth taking a look at.. Extremely annoying game, no pleasure
in playing this.
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